CONIFA’s social media guidelines make Twitter, Facebook and Instagram places that everyone can enjoy. CONIFA reserves the right to remove any posts and ban any users who ignore these guidelines.

CONIFA does not accept the use of obscene language. Vulgar, threatening or abusive language will be removed, and the user may be banned.

Inappropriate or threatening posts about CONIFA or its members or volunteers will be removed and the user may be banned.

Please do not spam CONIFA pages with repetitive comments or links.

CONIFA does not tolerate abuse directed to other Facebook, Twitter or Instagram users on CONIFA channels. Please remain polite, courteous and tolerant at all times. No personal attacks are tolerated.

CONIFA does not allow users to promote or advertise other services on our social media channels. Posts containing advertising links will be removed.

Please respect intellectual property rights. You may share relevant video content, links, photographs and text if you have the rights to it. If you don’t own it or don’t have permission, please don’t post this material. You are responsible for the content you post on CONIFA’s channels.

Be aware of other people’s privacy: please don’t share private information about other people.

People from CONIFA posting in CONIFA’s channels should make it clear they are posting on behalf of the organization.
If you follow CONIFA, CONIFA will not automatically follow you back. Being followed or re-posted or shared by CONIFA does not imply an endorsement of any kind.

All direct questions and messages are read and answered by CONIFA’s volunteer media team as soon as possible. However, questions, statements and messages which are in breach of social media guidelines will be removed and may see the person who posted the message banned. Anything that is abusive, indecent, unlawful or defamatory will not be displayed. Individuals are personally liable for the comments they submit.

CONIFA updates and monitors its social media channels as often as possible, but as CONIFA is run by volunteers, this service cannot be guaranteed. CONIFA’s social media channels may occasionally be unavailable. We accept no responsibility for lack of service due to platform downtime.